We give deterministicÕ(2 2n+o(n) )-time algorithms to solve all the most important computational problems on point lattices in NP, including the Shortest Vector Problem (SVP), Closest Vector Problem (CVP), and Shortest Independent Vectors Problem (SIVP). This improves the n O(n) running time of the best previously known algorithms for CVP (Kannan, Math. Operation Research 12(3): 1987) and SIVP (Micciancio, Proc. of SODA, 2008), and gives a deterministic and asymptotically faster alternative to the 2 O(n) -time (and space) randomized algorithm for SVP of (Ajtai, Kumar and Sivakumar, STOC 2001). The core of our algorithm is a new method to solve the closest vector problem with preprocessing (CVPP) that uses the Voronoi cell of the lattice (described as intersection of half-spaces) as the result of the preprocessing function. In the process, we also give algorithms for several other lattice problems, including computing the kissing number of a lattice, and computing the set of all Voronoi relevant vectors. All our algorithms are deterministic, and have 2 O(n) time and space complexity.
INTRODUCTION
A d-dimensional lattice Λ is a discrete subgroup of the Euclidean space R d , and is customarily represented as the set of all integer linear combinations of n ≤ d basis vectors B = [b1, . . . , bn] ∈ R d×n . There are many famous algorithmic problems on point lattices, the most important of which are:
• The shortest vector problem (SVP): given a basis B, find a shortest nonzero vector in the lattice generated by B.
• The closest vector problem (CVP): given a basis B and a target vector t ∈ R d , find the lattice vector generated by B that is closest to t.
• The shortest independent vectors problem (SIVP):
given a basis B, find n linearly independent lattice vectors in the lattice generated by B that are as short as possible.
Beside being classic mathematical problems in the study of the geometry of numbers [14] , these problems play an important role in many computer science and communication theory applications. SVP and CVP have been used to solve many landmark algorithmic problems in theoretical computer science, like integer programming [34, 30] , factoring polynomials over the rationals [33] , checking the solvability by radicals [32] , solving low density subset-sum problems [18] and breaking the Merkle-Hellman cryptosystem [44] (among many other cryptanalysis problems [29, 42] .) SIVP is the main problem underlying the construction of lattice based cryptographic hash functions with worstcase/average-case connection [4, 40] . SVP and CVP also have many applications in communication theory, e.g., lattice coding for the Gaussian channel and vector quantization [17] . The complexity of lattice problems has been investigated intensively. All three problems mentioned above have been shown to be NP-hard both to solve exactly [53, 3, 12] , or even approximate within small (constant or sub-polynomial in n) approximation factors [12, 8, 19, 13, 36, 31, 27] . Much effort has gone into the development and analysis of algorithms both to solve these problems exactly [30, 28, 25, 10, 5, 6, 11] or to efficiently find approximate solutions [33, 48, 47, 50, 49, 21, 22] .
In this paper we focus on the complexity of finding exact solutions to these problems. Of course, as the problems are NP-hard, no polynomial time solution is expected to exist.
Still, the complexity of solving lattice problems exactly is interesting both because many applications (e.g., in mathematics and communication theory [17] ) involve lattices in relatively small dimension, and because approximation algorithms for high dimensional lattices [47, 50, 21, 22] (for which exact solution is not feasible) typically involve the exact solution of low dimensional subproblems. The best deterministic polynomial time algorithm to solve any of these lattice problems exactly is still essentially the one discovered by Kannan [30] in 1983, running in time n O(n) , where n is the dimension of the lattice. Subsequent work [28, 25] lead to improvements in the constant in the exponent, mostly through a better analysis, reducing the upper bound on the running time down to n 0.184n for SVP and n 0.5n for CVP and SIVP. The only problem that has seen asymptotically significant improvements in the exponent is SVP, for which Ajtai, Kumar and Sivakumar [5] gave a randomized algorithm running in time (and space) 2 O(n) , typically referred to as the AKS Sieve. Following [5] much work has been devoted to better understand and improve the Sieve algorithm. Still the main questions posed in [5] didn't see much progress. Is the use of randomization (and exponential space) necessary to lower the time complexity of SVP from n O(n) to 2 O(n) ? Can algorithms with similar running time be devised for other lattice problems, like SIVP and CVP?
In [43, 41, 45] , improved analysis and variants of the AKS sieve are studied, but still using the same approach leading to randomized algorithms. Extensions of the AKS sieve algorithm to other lattice problems like CVP and SIVP have been investigated in [6, 11] , but only led to approximation algorithms which are not guaranteed (even probabilistically) to find the best solution, except for certain very special classes of lattices [11] . A possible explanation for the difficulty of extending the result of [5] to the exact solution of SIVP and CVP was offered by Micciancio in [38] , where it is shown (among other things) that CVP, SIVP and all other lattice problems considered in [11] , with the exception of SVP, are equivalent in their exact version under deterministic polynomial time dimension preserving reductions. So, either all of them are solvable in single exponential time 2 O(n) , or none of them admits such an algorithm. In this paper we resolve this question in the affirmative, giving a deterministic single exponential time algorithm for CVP, and therefore by the reductions in [23, 38] , also to SVP, SIVP and several other lattice problems in NP considered in the literature. This improves the time complexity of the best previously known algorithm for CVP, SIVP, etc. [30] from n O(n) to 2 O(n) . In the case of SVP, we achieve single exponential time as in [5, 43, 41, 45] , but without using randomization and achieving a better constant in the exponent. In the process, we also provide deterministic single exponential time algorithms for various other classic computational problems in lattices, like computing the kissing number, and computing the list of all Voronoi relevant vectors.
We remark that all our algorithms, just like [5] , use exponential space. So, the question whether exponential space is required to solve lattice problems in single exponential time remains open.
Our techniques.
At the core of all our results is a new technique for the solution of the closest vector problem with preprocessing (CVPP). We recall that CVPP is a variant of CVP where some side information about the lattice is given as a hint together with the input. The hint may depend on the lattice, but not on the target vector. Typically, in the context of polynomial time algorithms, the hint is restricted to have polynomial size, but since here we study exponential time algorithms, one can reasonably consider hints that have size 2 O(n) . The hint used by our algorithm is a description of the Voronoi cell of the lattice. We recall that the Voronoi cell of a lattice is the set V of all points (in Euclidean space) that are closer to the origin than to any other lattice point. The Voronoi cell V is a convex body, symmetric about the origin, and can be described as the intersection of half-spaces Hv, where for any nonzero lattice point v, Hv is the set of all points that are closer to the origin than to v. It is not necessary to consider all v ∈ V \ {0} when taking this intersection. One can restrict the intersection to the so called Voronoi relevant vectors, which are the lattice vectors v such that v/2 is the center of a facet of V. Since the Voronoi cell of a lattice can be shown to have at most 2(2 n − 1) facets, V can be expressed as a finite intersection of at most 2(2 n − 1) half-spaces. Throughout this paper, we assume that the Voronoi cell of a lattice is always described by such a list of half-spaces.
The relation between the Voronoi cell and CVPP is well known, and easy to explain. In CVPP, we want to find the lattice point v closest to a given target vector t. It is easy to see that this is equivalent to finding a lattice vector v such that t − v belongs to the (closed) Voronoi cell of the lattice. In other words, CVP can be equivalently formulated as the problem of finding a point in the set (Λ + t) ∩V, whereV is the topological closure of V. The idea of using the Voronoi cell to solve CVP is not new. For example, a simple greedy algorithm for CVPP based on the knowledge of the Voronoi cell of the lattice is given in [52] . The idea behind this algorithm (called the Iterative Slicer) is to make t shorter and shorter by subtracting Voronoi relevant vectors from it. Notice that if t / ∈ Hv, then the length of t can be reduced by subtracting v from t. So, as long as t is outsideV, we can make further progress and find a shorter vector. Unfortunately, this simple strategy to solve CVPP using the Voronoi cell is not known to perform any better than previous algorithms. [52] only proves that the algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations, and a close inspection of the proof reveals that the best upper bound that can be derived using the methods of [52] is of the form n O(n) : the running time of the Iterative Slicer is bound by a volume argument, counting the number of lattice points of norm at most t , and this can be well above 2 O(n) or even n O(n) . In the next two paragraphs we first sketch our new algorithm to solve CVPP using the Voronoi cell V in time 2 O(n) , and then we show how to use the CVPP algorithm to recursively implement the preprocessing function and compute the Voronoi cell V. Since both the preprocessing and CVPP computation take time 2 O(n) , combining the two pieces gives an algorithm to solve CVP (and a host of other lattice problems, like SVP, SIVP, etc.) without preprocessing.
The CVPP algorithm.
Our CVPP algorithm works as follows. First we reduce the general CVPP to a special case where the target vector is guaranteed to belong to twice the Voronoi cell 2V. This can be done very easily by a polynomial time Turing reduction. Next we solve the restricted CVPP problem using a variant of the Iterative Slicer of [52] . The main idea remains the same, if ti / ∈V we can select a relevant vector vi, such that ti+1 = ti − vi is shorter than ti. Starting with the target vector t and repeating this procedure the algorithm generates shorter and shorter points from the coset Λ + t, until a vector t ∈V ∩ Λ + t is found. Then t − t is a closest lattice vector to t. The novelty of our CVPP algorithm is a new selection strategy for vi, so that if ti ∈ 2V then ti+1 = ti − vi is both shorter than ti and in 2V. So, given a target vector t in 2V all the generated points ti are in 2V. We use this property to bound the number of generated points ti by 2 n and the running time byÕ (2 2n ). This is an improvement over the graph traversal technique used in earlier versions of this paper with running time (at least) O(2 3n ).
Computing the Voronoi cell.
We have sketched how to solve CVPP, given the Voronoi cell of the lattice. This leaves us with the problem of computing the Voronoi cell, a task typically considered even harder than CVP. To this end, we use a method of [1] to compute the Voronoi cell of a lattice Λ, making 2 n calls to a CVPP oracle for the same lattice Λ. We combine this with a standard rank reduction procedure implicit in enumeration algorithms [30, 25] . This procedure allows to solve CVPP in a lattice Λ of rank n making only 2 o(n) calls to a CVPP oracle for a certain sub-lattice Λ with rank n − 1. Combining all the pieces together we obtain an algorithm that computes the Voronoi cell of a lattice Λ by building a sequence of lattices Λ1 ⊂ Λ2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Λn = Λ with rank rank(Λi) = i, and iteratively computing the Voronoi cell of Λi+1 using the previously computed Voronoi cell of Λi.
Organization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next subsection we mention some additional related work. In Section 2 we give some background about lattices. Our algorithms are described and analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 concludes with a discussion of open problems and directions for future research.
Related work
Most relevant work has already been described in the introduction. Here we mention a few more related papers. The closest vector problem with preprocessing has been investigated in several papers [35, 20, 46, 16, 7] , mostly with the goal of showing that CVP is NP-hard even for fixed families of lattices, or devising polynomial time approximation algorithms (with super-polynomial time preprocessing). In summary, CVPP is NP-hard to approximate for any constant (or certain sub-polynomial) factors [7] , and it can be approximated in polynomial time within a factor √ n [2] , at least in its distance estimation variant. Here we use CVPP mostly as a building block to give a modular description of our CVP algorithm. We use CVPP to recursively implement the preprocessing function, and then to solve the actual CVP instance. It is an interesting open problem if a similar bootstrapping can be performed using the polynomial time CVPP approximation algorithm of [2] , to yield a polynomial time solution to √ n-approximate CVP. The problem of computing the Voronoi cell of a lattice is of fundamental importance in many mathematics and communication theory applications. There are several formulations of this problem. In this paper we consider the problem of generating the list of facets ((n−1)-dimensional faces) of the Voronoi cell, as done also in [1, 52] . Sometime one wants to generate the list of vertices (i.e., one dimensional faces), or even a complete description including all faces in dimension 1 to n − 1. This is done in [54, 51] , but it is a much more complex problem, as in general the Voronoi cell can have as many as n! = n Ω(n) vertices, so they cannot be computed in single exponential time. In [51] it is also shown that computing the number of vertices of the Voronoi cell of a lattice is #P -hard.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give some background about lattices, and the algorithmic problems studied in this paper. For a more in-depth discussion, see [39] . The d-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted R d . We use bold lower case letters (e.g., x) to denote vectors, and bold upper case letters (e.g., M) to denote matrices. The ith coordinate of x is denoted xi. For a set S ⊆ R d , x ∈ R d and a ∈ R, we let S + x = {y + x : y ∈ S} denote the translate of S by x, and aS = {ay : y ∈ S} denote the scaling of S by a. The Euclidean norm (also known as the 2 norm) of a vector
, and the associated distance is dist(x, y) = x − y . The linear space spanned by a set of vectors S is denoted span(S) = { P i xisi : xi ∈ R, si ∈ S}. The affine span of a set of vectors S is defined as x + span(S − x) for any x ∈ S, and does not depend on the choice of x.
Lattices.
A d-dimensional lattice of rank n is the set of all integer combinations The following two classical algorithms are used in this paper. The LLL basis reduction algorithm [33] runs in polynomial time, and on input a lattice basis, outputs a basis for the same lattice such that b * i+1
(LLL reduced bases have other properties, but this is all we need here.) The Nearest Plane algorithm [9] , on input a basis B and a target vector t, finds a lattice point v ∈ L(B)
Lattice problems.
In this paper we are mostly concerned with the SVP, CVP and SIVP problems defined in the introduction. Our results give algorithms of several other lattice problems like the Subspace Avoiding Problem (SAP) the Generalized Closest Vector Problem (GCVP), and the Successive Minima Problem (SMP) considered in the lattice algorithms literature [11, 38] . The results for all problems other than CVP and SVP are obtained in a back-box way by reduction to CVP [38] , and we refer the reader to [11, 38] for details.
For simplicity in this paper we consider only inputs to lattice problems where all the entries in the basis matrix B have bit size polynomial in n, i.e., log( B ) = poly(n). This allows to express the complexity of lattice problems simply as a function of a single parameter, the lattice rank n. All the results in this paper can be easily adapted to the general case by introducing an explicit bound log B ≤ M on the size of the entries, and letting the time and space complexity bound depend polynomially in M . We will use f =Õ(g) when f (n) is bounded by g(n) up to polylogarithmic factors, i.e., f (n) ≤ log c g(n) · g(n) for some constant c and all sufficiently large n.
Voronoi cells.
The (open) Voronoi cell of a lattice Λ is the set
of all points that are closer to the origin than to any other lattice point. We also define the closed Voronoi cellV as the topological closure of V. We omit Λ, and simply write V, when the lattice is clear from the context. The Voronoi cell of a lattice point v ∈ Λ is defined similarly, and equals v + V. For any (lattice) point v, define the half-space
Clearly, V is the intersection of Hv for all v ∈ Λ \ {0}. However, it is not necessary to consider all v. The minimal set of lattice vectors V such that V = T v∈V Hv is called the set of Voronoi relevant vectors. The Voronoi cell V is a polytope, and the Voronoi relevant vectors are precisely the centers of the ((n − 1) dimensional) facets of 2V.
THE ALGORITHM
In this section we describe and analyze our algorithms to solve CVP, and related lattice problems. The CVP algorithm has three components:
1. AnÕ(2 2n )-time algorithm to solve the closest vector problem with preprocessing (CVPP), where the output of the preprocessing function is the Voronoi cell of the input lattice, described as the intersection of half-spaces.
2.
A rank reduction procedure that on input a lattice Λ of rank n, produces a basis {b1, . . . , bn} for Λ such that for any k = 1, . . . , n, the CVP in the k-rank sub-lattice
3. A reduction from computing the Voronoi cell of a lattice Λ to performing 2 n CVP computations in Λ.
We will see in subsection 3.4 that the last two components can be merged to get an asymptotically faster algorithm. Notice that the rank reduction procedure immediately gives a recursive algorithm to solve CVP in arbitrary lattices. However, the obvious way to turn the rank reduction procedure into a recursive program leads to an algorithm with 2 O(n 2 ) running time, because each time the rank of the input lattice is reduced by 1, the number of recursive invocations gets multiplied by 2 O(n) . We use the CVPP and Voronoi cell computation algorithms to give a more efficient transformation. The idea is to compute the Voronoi cells of all sub-lattices Λ k = L(b1, . . . , b k ) sequentially, where b1, . . . , bn is the lattice basis produced by the rank reduction procedure. Notice that the Voronoi cell of the sublattice Λ1 = L(b1) can be trivially computed, as the list of Voronoi relevant vectors is precisely {b1, −b1}. Next, assuming the Voronoi cell of Λ k−1 has already been computed, the Voronoi cell of Λ k can be computed as follows:
1. Use the Voronoi cell computation algorithm to reduce the computation of the Voronoi cell of Λ k to 2 k CVP computations in Λ k .
2. Use the rank reduction procedure to perform each CVP computation in Λ k by means of 2 k/2 (or 2 o(k) ) CVP computations in Λ k−1 .
3. Use the knowledge of the Voronoi cell of Λ k−1 to solve each CVP instance in Λ k−1 using theÕ(2 2k ) CVPP algorithm.
By combining the three steps, we see that the Voronoi cell of Λ k can be computed from the Voronoi cell of Λ k−1 by means of 2 k+o(k) CVPP computations, each using 2 2k polynomial time computations. The total running time to compute the Voronoi cell of Λn is
It is possible to lower the time complexity tõ O(2 2n+o(n) ) by merging the first two steps. A thorough analysis of the faster variant will be given in the full version of the paper, but the main idea is described in subsection 3.4.
The following theorem immediately follows from the previous discussion, and the detailed description of the three components given in the next subsections.
Theorem 3.1. There is a deterministicÕ(2 2n+o(n) )-time algorithm that on input a lattice B, outputs a description of the Voronoi cell of the lattice as the intersection of at most 2 n+1 half-spaces.
From the description of the Voronoi cell, we immediately get a solution to many other lattice problems, e.g., the shortest vector problem (SVP) can be solved simply by picking the shortest vector in the list of lattice points describing the Voronoi cell, and the kissing number of the lattice can be computed as the number of vectors in the list achieving the same length as the shortest vector in the lattice.
There is a deterministicÕ(2 2n+o(n) )-time algorithm to solve SVP, and to compute the kissing number of a lattice.
Once the Voronoi cell of Λn has been computed, then we can solve CVP using the CVPP algorithm. Both the preprocessing and CVPP computation times areÕ(2 2n+o(n) ), so the total running time to solve an arbitrary CVP instance isÕ(2 2n+o(n) ). Algorithms for other lattice problems, like SIVP, SAP, GCVP, SMP, can be obtained by a reduction to CVP [38] Corollary 3.3. There is a deterministicÕ(2 2n+o(n) )-time algorithm to solve CVP, SIVP, SAP, GCVP and SMP.
Algorithm 1 Single exponential time for CVPP
function CVPP(t, B, V ) t ← LinearSpan(t, B) Choose smallest k ∈ Z that t ∈ 2 kV x k ← t for i = k downto 1 do xi−1 ← xi − CVPP2V (xi, 2 i−1 V ) return t − x0 function CVPP2V (t, V ) i ← 0 t0 ← t while ti / ∈V do Choose vi ∈ V that maximizes t, v / v 2 ti+1 ← ti − vi i ← i + 1 return t0 − ti
CVP with preprocessing
We start with the most technical part of the algorithm. We give a single exponential time algorithm that on input a lattice Λ, a list V (of size at most 2 n+1 ) containing all Voronoi relevant vectors of Λ, and a target point t, computes a lattice point closest to t. (We can assume without loss of generality that t belongs to the linear span of Λ, otherwise, we simply project t orthogonally to that subspace.) We remark that here "single exponential time" means single exponential in the lattice rank n, rather than the size of V . The dependency of the running time on the length of the list V is linear. The dependency on the bit size of the target vector is polynomial.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the target vector t belongs to 2V (as justified below), the Voronoi cell of the lattice scaled up by a factor 2. The goal of the algorithm is to find a vector x ∈V such that x ∈ Λ+t. Then, t−x is a lattice point closest to t. An algorithm for arbitrary target t (not necessarily in 2V) is obtained as follows. Notice that membership in c·V (for any given c) can be efficiently tested by checking membership in each of the (scaled) half-spaces c · Hv defining the Voronoi cell. Let k be an integer such that t ∈ 2 kV . Such integer can be found by iteratively trying all possible values of k. Notice that x k = t is in 2(2 k−1 ·V), where 2 k−1 ·V is the Voronoi cell of 2 k−1 Λ. So, we can use the basic algorithm to find a vector
We repeat this process k times, bringing the target t = x k into smaller and smaller multiples 2
iV of the Voronoi cell of the original lattice, until we get x0 ∈V. At this point, the lattice point closest to t is obtained as t − x0.
The basic CVPP2V algorithm, is a variant of the Iterative Slicer of [52] . Given a target t, and a list of relevant points V of a lattice Λ, the algorithm generates a sequence t1 = t, t2, . . . , tD of shorter and shorter points of the coset Λ+t by subtracting appropriate relevant vectors vi, so that ti+1 = ti−vi. The algorithm terminates when a point tD ∈V∩Λ+t is found, and outputs t − tD which is a closest vector to the target t. The main difference of our variant is that if the target vector t is in 2V all the generated points are restricted in 2V. We first show that given this additional property the sequence length is upper bounded by 2 n and then we show how to choose appropriate vi to achieve this property.
Lemma 3.4. Let Λ a n-rank lattice and t1, t2, . . . , tD a sequence of vectors with strictly decreasing norm in 2V ∩ Λ + t1. The length of any such sequence is upper bounded by 2 n .
Proof. Let B a basis of the lattice Λ, consider the partition of Λ + t to 2 n sets of the form:
n Every point ti of the sequence is in one of these sets. We will prove the statement by contradiction. Assume that the length of the sequence is more than 2 n , then at least two points ti, tj, i < j belong to the same set C c . Notice that ti ∈ 2V and consequently ti is a minimum norm element of the coset 2Λ + ti which is exactly the set C c . However tj is also in C c and should have shorter norm than ti, because the norms strictly decrease. This is a contradiction, therefore the length cannot be more than 2 n . Now we are ready to show how to choose appropriate relevant vectors vi to acquire a sequence with the required properties. Given a vector ti ∈ 2V (but not inV) we can scale the voronoi cell by an appropriate factor k (1 < k ≤ 2), such that ti is exactly on the boundary of kV and particularly on a facet corresponding to a scaled relevant vector kvi. The factor k and the corresponding vi can be efficiently computed. It is not very hard to verify that k = maxv∈V (2 t, v / v 2 ) and vi is a relevant vector that maximizes the quantity above. We will show that the vector ti+1 = ti − vi is in 2V and strictly shorter than ti.
First we prove that ti+1 is in 2V. Notice that if ti is on the facet of kV corresponding to kvi, it is also on the boundary of the voronoi cell centered on kvi. Notice that ti ∈ kV + kvi, directly gives that ti − kvi ∈ kV. So both ti, ti − kvi are in kV and by convexity of the voronoi cell we have that ti+1 = ti − vi is also in kV ⊆ 2V. Finally we show that ti+1 < ti . Notice that if ti is on the facet of kvi, ti = ti − kvi which gives 2 ti, vi = k vi 2 , and we have:
which completes the proof.
Corollary 3.5. Given t ∈ 2V and the set V of voronoi relevant points of a lattice Λ, CVPP2V (t, V ) gives the closest vector to t after 2 2n polynomial time computations.
Proof. For each point of the sequence t1, t2, . . . tD, the algorithm finds the relevant vi that maximizes 2 t, v / v 2 by trying all vectors on V . Therefore for each point ti the algorithm does at most 2 n polynomial in the size of the vectors computations. We have already proved that the sequence length is upper bounded by 2 n and as a result we get a total of at most 2 2n polynomial time computations.
The rank reduction procedure
The rank reduction procedure simply applies the LLL basis reduction algorithm [33] 
Let t be a target vector. We want to find a lattice point in Λ k+1 closest to t. We can assume without loss of generality that t belongs to the linear span of Λ k+1 , otherwise, we simply project t orthogonally to that subspace. Partition the lattice Λ k+1 into layers of the form hb k+1 + Λ k , where h ∈ Z. Notice that
from any t can be computed using the nearest plane algorithm [9] , therefore the distance of t to Λ k+1 is bounded by ρ.
• the distance of all lattice points in the layer
, because this is the distance between t and the entire affine space generated by the layer.
• From the property b * i+1
It follows from the above observations that the lattice points in Λ k+1 closest to t belong to layers hb k+1 + Λ k such that |h − ht| ≤ 1 2 √ 2 k+1 − 1. So, in order to find a lattice point closest to t we can enumerate all
2 k+1 − 1, and for each of them find a point in hb k+1 + Λ k closest to t. Notice that this is equivalent to finding a point in Λ k closest to t − hb k+1 , i.e., a CVP computation in Λ k . A lattice point closest to t is found selecting the best solution across all layers.
In summary, the rank reduction algorithm performs a polynomial time computation to preprocess the input lattice and produce a basis b1, . . . , bn such that any CVP computation in Λ k can be reduced to √ 2 k − 1 < 2 n/2 CVP computations in Λ k−1 . We remark that the number of CVP subproblems in Λ k−1 required to solve a CVP instance in Λ k can be reduced to 2 o(n) using better basis reduction algorithms [22, 47] . This is the bound we use in the rest of the paper.
Voronoi cell computation
For this we use a simple variant of the RelevantVectors algorithm of [1] which reduces the computation of the Voronoi cell of a lattice to 2 n CVP instances, all for the same input lattice. The RelevantVectors algorithm works by iterating over all (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ {0, 1} n \{0}, and for each one of them, do the following:
1. Find all lattice points in Λ that are closest to t = − P i cibi/2. For details, and a proof of correctness, the reader is referred to [1] . Notice that the RelevantVectors algorithm as just described uses an oracle that finds all solutions to a given CVP instance. Here we remark that this is not required. It is enough to find any of them v, and just include ±2(v − t) to the list. This may result in a list that contains some redundant vectors, but it is guaranteed that all Voronoi relevant vectors will be in the list, and the list size is still bounded by 2 n+1 . After creating the list we can easily remove the redundant vectors. It is not hard to prove that a vector vi should be removed if there exist vj = vi ∈ V such that vj − vi/2 = vi/2 .
Improving time complexity
The algorithm we described computes the voronoi cell V k recursively for k = 2, . . . , n using the already computed voronoi cell V k−1 . This is achieved by solving CVP in Λ k for 2 k targets of the form −[b1, . . . , b k ] · c/2 with c ∈ {0, 1} k . For each of these 2 k targets, for 2 o(k) different hyperplanes, we solve lower rank CVPP instances using V k−1 . Each CVPP instance costsÕ(2 2k ), so the total time complexity is O(2 3n+o(n) ). We can lower the complexity toÕ(2 2n+o(n) ) as follows. We first iterate over 2 o(k) hyperplanes and for each hyperplane we solve CVPP instances for all targets. Notice that all the targets are points of Λ/2. This greatly simplifies the problem and it is possible to solve CVPP for all 2 k targets in timeÕ (2 2k ). The number of hyperplanes we need to consider is 2 o(k) and the total complexityÕ(2 2k+o(k) ). We will give a thorough description of this algorithm in the full version of the paper.
OPEN PROBLEMS, DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
We have shown that CVP, SVP, SIVP and many other lattice problems can be solved in deterministic single exponential time. Many open problems remain. Here we list those that we think are most important or interesting.
Our algorithm uses exponential space. It would be nice to find an algorithm running in exponential time and polynomial space.
We described an algorithm for the 2 norm. Many parts of the algorithm easily adapt to other norms as well, but it is not clear how to extend our results to all p norms. The main technical problem is that the Voronoi cells in p norms for p = 2 are not necessarily convex. So, extending the algorithm to all p norms may require some substantially new idea. An important application of extending our algorithm to other p norms is that it would immediately lead to single exponential time algorithms for integer programming [30] .
As we have already discussed we can bring the constant in 2 O(n) down to 2. It seems possible to go even lower than 2 with better analysis of the CVPP algorithm. However, it is clear that our approach cannot possibly lead to constants in the exponent smaller than 1 (as achieved for example by randomized heuristics for SVP [43, 41] .) Still, it may be possible to extend our ideas to develop an algorithm with running time proportional to the number of Voronoi relevant vectors. This may give interesting algorithms for special lattices whose Voronoi cell has a small description. Another possible research direction is to develop practical variants of our algorithm that use only a sublist of Voronoi relevant vectors, at the cost of producing only approximate solutions to CVP.
It would be nice to extend our algorithm to yield a single exponential time solution to the covering radius problem, or equivalently, the problem of computing the diameter of the Voronoi cell of a lattice. In principle, this could be done by enumerating the vertices of the Voronoi cell, and selecting the longest, but this would not lead to a single exponential time algorithm because the number of such vertices can be as large as n Ω(n) . No NP-hardness proof for the covering radius problem in the 2 norm is known (but see [26] for NPhardness results in p norm for large p). Still, the problem seems quite hard: the covering radius problem is not even known to be in NP, and it is conjectured to be Π2-hard [37, 24] for small approximation factors. Counting the number of vertices of the Voronoi cell [51] or the number of lattice points of a given length [15] is also known to be #P -hard.
